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Anxiously waiting for the fall

Campus
by Israel LeFrak
Additional Reporting by
Diover Duario & Bryn Robertson
In fall 2014 the university
will have a new president, a new
provost and new centers of academic excellence. These centers
will be under the umbrella of the
Retention and Inclusive Student
Success (RISS). Each center will
focus on a different underrepresented ethnicity: African-Americans, Latinos and Native Americans.
Sitting around a conference
table in the stuffy Walter Warren house on the Humboldt State
campus, a group of worried students discuss what is going to
happen to their program and academic futures.
These students are all part
of the Indian Natural Resources
Sciences and Engineering Program, better known as INRSEP.
As the rest of the school wraps
up the spring semester and prepares to escape for the summer, Members of INRSEP, from left to right, Gritidach Manakitivipart, Joe Camacho, Yvan Delgado de la Flor, and Dina Soltow.| Patrick Evans
these students and faculty wonder what they will come back to currently linger on the minds of ural Resources Studies where a similar change to what is con- HSU is a great school and offers
students and faculty alike who they had been for more than 40 sidered a successful program.
after vacation.
him a lot in his profession, once
Yvan Delgado de la Flor is a he got here he noticed there was
Will the INRSEP program be benefit from and contribute to years and placed under RISS.
The move happened when no third-year transfer to HSU and
further consolidated? Stripped the program’s existence.
Just last summer INRSEP was students or faculty were around, a wildlife conservation manof its identity? Neglected?
Continued on page 5
These are the questions that taken out of the College of Nat- and many fear the possibility of agement major. While he thinks

‘Liberty’ and ‘justice’ for all
Man survives over 27 years in prison with
help of Humboldt County couple

HSU’s second
annual drag
spectacular
Campus
by Estee S. Trevizo

After 27 years in prison, Troy Williams is going to community college and hopes to build his own house.| Patrick Evans
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something on the radio he was
familiar with, but as usual he
was greeted by a flurry of country music. This particular night
however, Williams and his cellmate were fortunate.
Twisting these two wires together while holding the radio
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This is a story about music,
radio and the connection to the
human spirit.
The date is Jan. 10, 1992 and
Troy Williams and his cellmate

at Pelican Bay Prison are using
wire obtained by a maintenance
employee to make an antenna
for a radio. Antennas were removed from all radios in the
prison because they are potential weapons.
Williams was looking for

FRIDAY

Community
by Tina Sampay

up high to the window and turning the FM dial, Williams froze
in place as he heard the faint
sounds of a Marvin Gaye track.
Williams and his cellmate took
Continued on page 6 & 7

Check out
El Leñador!
pages 15-18

For the second year at Humboldt State the Eric Rofes Multicultural Queer Resource Center
(ERC) hosted a drag show last
Friday in the Kate Buchanan
Room.
This event was open to everyone in the community not just
HSU students.
Sierra Farmer, the coordinator
for this event, opened the space
for all types of gender-bending
performances. This did not just
include your typical Rue Paul
strut, but rather an eclectic variety of performances.
“We try to make it really inclusive,” Farmer said. “It’s not
just for drag queens, but also for
drag kings, and any variance of
gender expression.”
In the past, Humboldt’s drag
shows have had mixed martial
arts displays, along with singing,
dancing and other fun performances. Every year’s lineup differs depending on the group of
contestants.
Continued on page 9
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Scotland
Uruguay
Ur uguay became the first
countr y in the world to regulate and
legalize the market for cannabis
last December. Each household may
grow up to six plants and can sell
their har vest at a public pr ice of 20
($.80) to 22 ($.90) pesos per gram
at pharmacies where consumers
will be able to purchase up to 40
grams per week.

Scotland continues to prepare for the Scot tish
Independence Referendum scheduled for Thursday,
September 18th. This is when voters will be asked if
Scotland should be an independent countr y. The latest
poll showed suppor t for independence is up to 48 percent
compared to the 52 percent opposed, the highest level of
affirmative suppor t up to date.

Nigeria

Do you wish you had
someone to talk to?

Eight girls bet ween the ages of 12 and
15 were taken from their village of Warabe
in nor theaster n Nigeria. They were
taken only hours after the armed group
Boko Haram released a video claiming
responsibilit y for the abduction of 276
schoolgirls from Chibok in Bor no State,
Nigeria on April 15. The armed group has
been operating in Nigeria for more than
a decade but never before had abducted
such a large amount of young girls. Boko
Haram’s leader, Abubaker Shau stated in
the video that the group plans to at tack
more schools and abduct more girls to sell
for mar riage.

The North Coast Rape Crisis Team
is here to support you.
24 hr confidential hotline: 707-445-2881
TTY Line: 707-443-2738
*Collect calls accepted

Compiled by Patrick Kertz — Written by Patrick Kertz & Katelyn Roudebush

April 30
Two concerned students reported a male following
near the librar y around midnight.
23:56 them
Buffy the Vampire Slayer was dispatched to the scene.
12:00

A patient was transported to the hospital for possible dehydration.
Marijuana growers learned that the body is 65 percent water.

May 1
11:43

A subject found inside a sleeping bag and tarp was located behind the library.
A rcata: largest concentration of professional campers.

11:56

The UPD responded to a vehicle with a locked puppy inside.
Who didn’t let the dogs out?

May 4
00:31

A male subject was dropping water balloons from a pedestrian bridge onto southbound traffic on Highway 101.
Drop balloons, not bombs.

july 18-20, 2014 // cook’s valley campground // mendocino humboldt county line

3 days of music, art & camping
in the redwoods, next to the eel river

#NNMF

tickets on sale now @www.nothernnights.org

BUY NOW AND SAVE $10
BY ENTERING “HSU” AT CHECKOUT
(good through 4/20/14)
YOGA // COMEDY // ORGANIC FOOD // CRAFT BEER & WINE // TUG–O–WAR
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A film festival’s fight
against extinction

Campus and community support is
key to sustainability
Campus & Community
by Karl Holappa
One
late-night
decision was all it took to send
Joel Moffat t down a path
to a master’s degree, t wo
award-winning films and entr y to the Amer ican Film Institute.
Though Moffat t was not a
film major, Humboldt State’s
film depar tment suppor ted
him ever y step of the way.
“It is directly related to
the unconventional choice
that the theater and film
depar tment made in taking
a risk and saying ‘Fuck it,
you can make a movie even
though you’re not a film major. We suppor t you’,” Moffat t said.
Moffat t, who was in the
process of ear ning his master’s of fine ar ts in theater
at the time, ended up winning best nar rative at that
year’s Humboldt Film Festival. He was then accepted to
the Amer ican Film Institute,
where he produced another
film that won at the festival a few years later. He is
now an associate professor
at Universit y of Hawaii, Manoa, and at tended this year’s
festival as a judge.
Things have changed for
HSU film depar tment over
the last five years. Cur riculum adjustments, depar tment restr uctur ing, staff and
budget cuts almost caused
the demise of the 47-yearold student-r un film festival.
Susan Abbey, facult y advisor for the festival, said
there are a few challenges
that face the continued sustainabilit y of the festival.
Abbey said many students
sign up for the class responsible for producing the festival in fall semester, but do
not retur n in spring. Abbey
at tributed this to the level of

work necessar y to produce a
successful event.
“It’s not as glamorous as
some of them initially think
it’s going to be,” Abbey said.
Danielle Durand, a senior
geography major at HSU,
was one of the students who
stuck around for both semesters. She felt compelled
to step up and co-direct
this year’s festival due to a
lack of volunteers. Durand
and her fellow co-directors
worked countless hours to
fundraise, generate publicit y
and select the list of films to
be screened.
“We’ve put so much time
and effor t into promoting
this festival,” Durand said.
Durand also said the issue of charging tickets for
students could play a par t
in decreased at tendance.
In past years students were
able to at tend for free.
The venue also posed
concer ns. The festival used
to be held at the Minor Theatre in Arcata. Although attendance was more robust
during that per iod, the cost
of renting the theater space
was too much.
Abbey said there is a
sense of pressure within the
communit y to retur n the
festival to a venue in town,
but there also is a sense of
pride for students to hold it
on campus.
“I just feel in my hear t
that it needs to be here because it’s student-dr iven,”
Abbey said. “I think our
biggest challenge has been
get ting the [campus] communit y of Humboldt State to
know about the film festival
and know that it’s theirs.”
Co-director Zane K rakowski said the development
and retention of communit y
and campus suppor t overrides the issue regarding
venue choice.

“We could hold the festival in the middle of the forest if we had the r ight kind
of following,” K rakowski
said.
Dean of the College of
Ar ts, Humanities and Social Science Kenneth Ayoob
said the future of the festival was addressed dur ing a
restr ucturing of the film depar tment. Although par ticipation in the festival is no
longer at tached to the major plan for the depar tment,
Ayoob said the exper ience is
still highly valuable.
“It provides a lot of oppor tunities for students to
do hands-on kind of work,”
Ayoob said. “I think if it’s
marketed cor rectly in the
r ight places, it can be a recr uiting tool for awareness
of our film program.”
Ayoob said the festival
plays a cr ucial par t in upholding the mission statement of HSU, which is to be
a cultural and ar tistic center
for the communit y.
“As long as there’s student interest, as long as I’m
dean, and as long as the budget is stable, I want to keep
the film festival,” Ayoob
said. “You don’t just throw
away a 47-year tradition.”
Moffat t said eliminating
the festival would be comparative to the destr uction
of a pr istine beach environment, as both should be seen
as limited commodities.
“The Humboldt Film Festival is Humboldt’s awesome
beach,” Moffat t said. “If you
got r id of the festival, you
would be get ting r id of one
of the jewels of the universit y and the ar tistic communit y in Humboldt.”

Karl Holappa may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

1828 Central Ave. • McKinleyville • 839-1571
Mon.-Sat. 8:30 to 5:30 • Sun. 10 to 4 (Seasonal, Nursery Only)
w w w. m i l l e r f a r m s n u r s e r y. c o m

Nursery &about
Garden Centeryour
care

environment

Shop & Power Equipment Center
Irrigation, Fencing, Automatic Gates
Landscape Contractors

Grow With Us!

Farmer
Mac

Since 1963

Asian and Latin Infused Flavors
The Lumberjack Blind Taco Truck Taste Test 1st Place Winner!
Korean Beef

On the corner of J St. &
Samoa in Arcata! Veggie Taco

Free Drink With Super Burrito & Coupon
expires 5/14/14

www.thelumberjack.org
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Friends don’t let friends
read The Lumberjack
while driving.

Started in 1987 at Humboldt State, the Graduation Pledge of Social and
Environmental Responsibility reads as follows:
I pledge to explore and take into account the social and environmental consequences of any
job I consider and will try to improve these aspects of any organizations for which I work.

Serving thecampus and the community since 1929.
TheLumberjack – (707) 826-3271, thejack@humboldt.edu

Since then, more than 200,000 students have signed the Graduation Pledge.
According to Matthew Nicodemus, one of the original founders of the pledge, “Taking
the pledge is not just signing a piece of paper or taking an abstract oath. It’s about making a
lifelong commitment to pursue social and environmental responsibility in and for our world.”
Pledge alums started their own environmental organizations to address community issues.
They persuade their employers to refuse weapons contracts, encourage more sustainable
practices in the workplace and continually refuse to accept job offers from companies with
poor environmental and social responsibility track records.

The pledge operates at three levels: students and graduates making choices about and within their
employment, schools educating about values and citizenship rather than only knowledge and skills, and
the workplace and society being concerned about more than just the bottom line.
The effect is immense, even if only a minority among millions of college graduates each
year sign and live out the pledge.
In the past the graduation pledge was merely mentioned during the ceremony but this
year, because of President Rollin Richmond’s commitment to the pledge, students who are
taking the pledge will be asked to stand and will be honored for their commitments to social
and environmental responsibility. Alexis Galvin, who serves as one of this year’s HSU Co-coordinators, noted that, “We are really excited that students will be more fully honored this
year at graduation.”
Students who want to take the graduation pledge need only to pick up a green ribbon and
card as they line up for graduation, remembering that the graduation pledge is a personal
pledge to oneself.
For more information about The Graduation Pledge please visit their website at Humboldt.
edu/clubs/club_sites/gpa
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Everyone needs
a study break.

at
the
Zoo
Administration restructures Brew
Saturday, May 10, 5-9 p.m.
student programs
8th Annual

Continued from page 1
a lack of suppor t from administration.
“Although our recr uitment
has improved at HSU our retention has suffered,” Delgado de la
Flor said. “Students have a lack
of identit y. You want to improve
retention rates you need to improve the diversit y of facult y.”
The problem is students feel
as though their voices are being ignored. Despite concer ns or
disapproval of changes there is a
disconnect bet ween their views
and the administration’s.
“They should do a student
evaluation about diversit y programs,” Delgado de la Flor said.
“They want direct quick results
and don’t realize the issue isn’t
coming from diversit y problems,
it comes the lack of connection
with students, facult y and administration.”
Radha Webley, the director of
the Centers of Academic Excellence, said minimal changes will
be made to INRSEP during the
restr ucturing process to be carr ied out during the fall semester.
“It’s a changing in repor ting
lines,” Webley said. “It’s impor tant for this restr ucture to
maintain the individual identit y
and pur pose of these programs.
Center for Academic Excellence,
that’s the new par t, that’s the
par t that’s being built.”
Administration said these
centers will provide a centralized location for students to get
the resources they need to stay
here at HSU and successfully
graduate.
In June of 2012, HSU President Rollin R ichmond formed
a workgroup bet ween six HSU
representatives and six local
tr ibal members to help reform
the native american programs
on campus.
After a year of cor respondence and weekly meetings held
by the workgroup, the universit y
denied their final recommendations due to an “unreached consensus” by the group.
“We worked ver y hard in the
last few years to work with them
to listen to their concer ns and

Alaskan Brewing Co. Fine beers
Anchor Brewing Co. and pub-grub
Eel River Brewing Co. Evening
Lagunitas Brewing Co. zoo access
Lost Coast Brewery KSLUG On Site
Mad River Brewing Co.
Live music
Mendocino Brewing
Co.Rock N' Soul
Vintage
and The
Hip Joint
North Coast Brewing
Co.
Tickets & info
Redwood Curtain Brewing
Co.
Sierra Nevada Brewing
Co.
available
Six Rivers Brewery online!

tr y to come up with a consensus
and we were not able to do it,”
R ichmond said. “In par t I think
it was a consequence of differences bet ween the tr ibes themselves, they rarely fully agree
with each other, and also their
are par ticular political needs of
some individuals.”
INRSEP
student
Gitidach
Manakitivipar t who is a four thyear wildlife management and
conser vation major enjoys the
advising that takes place in the
center. He thinks following the
recommended amount by Provost Rober t Snyder of having an
average of 300 students to one
advisor could take away from
student success.
“Coming from a student perspective being average means
get ting a C. That’s going to make
it harder to move for ward,”
Manakitivipar t said. “I feel [administration] should lead by example. They should go above
and beyond to get B’s and A’s.
All the resources are there, but
at the moment the leadership is
not doing a good job.”
INRSEP has set the standard
for success for student. For t y-six
of their students did exter nal
research inter nships dur ing the
Summer of 2013 and over the
past seven years 19 students
have been awarded the Graduate
Research Fellowship Programs
(GR FP) award from the National
Science Foundation.
Thanks to help from the
INRSEP house and facult y advisor Dr. Jaquelyn Bolman Delgado de la Flor received multiple
scholarships, an inter nship at
Har vard and the GR FP award. He
hopes that the program is able to
continue and keep helping future
students.
“Once I met Jaquelyn Bolman
she made me feel like I could
touch the stars,” Delgado de la
Flor said. “When I came here I
had nothing. She told me I can do
research, get paid, she told me I
can do ever y thing. I never heard
that before so that was good.”

21 & Over Only

sequoiaparkzoo.net

www.

Thanks to our event sponsors:

THE BEST ROCK ‘N’ ROLL OF ALL TIME, ALL THE TIME

Cloneys’ Pharmacies
Harper Motors
Uniquely Yours Catering

Coast Central Credit Union
Humboldt Crabs
Promises Bridal & Formal Wear

WE REPAIR
BROKEN GLASS
*ROOR
*PURE
*PHX
*BROKEN
GLASS-ON-GLASS

GLASSHOUSE

GLASS BLOWING SUPPLIES

(Don’t Give Up On Your Favorite Piece)

Glass Gifts Under $20

Israel LeFrak, Diover Duario, Bryn
Robertson may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu

1264 Giuntoli Lane
Suite B Arcata
(707) 822-1374

Glasshouse has everything you need to learn:

Located in North
Arcata, next to the
Country Store on
Giuntoli Lane

WANT TO LEARN TO
BLOW GLASS?

Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns
Eye Wear - Books - DVD’s

It’s not as hard as you might think

ARCATA LIQUORS & THE HUTCH GROCERY
Arcata Liqours
786 9th Street

Kraken

Crown Maple

1.75 L
$20.99

750 ml
$20.00

Hutchins Grocery
1644 G Street

Sailor Jerry

1.75 L
$20.99

Rain All
Natural
Vodka

Ron Costello

750ml
$15.99

750ml
$9.99

www.thelumberjack.org
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Released from
Pelican Bay
Continued from page 1

Joan Baez  Los Lobos
Indigo Girls

Jackie Greene  Darlene Love
Playing For Change
Garth Hudson (The Band/The Last Waltz)
featuring Sister Maud HUDSON
Tim O’Brien & Darrell Scott
Rodney Crowell

Beausoleil avec Michael Doucet
The Wood Brothers  Eliza Gilkyson
Tom Paxton  Paper Bird  The Duhks
The Blues Broads  Poor Man’s Whiskey
Mary Gauthier  Joe Pug  Amy Helm
David Luning  Patchy Sanders  Wavy Gravy
The Alta California Orchestra  Love Choir
Bootleg Honeys  Las Cafeteras
Perfect Crime  San Geronimo  T Sisters
Highway Poets  Rhythm Rangers  and more

AT BEAUTIFUL BLACK OAK RANCH • LAYTONVILLE
Tickets & Info. www.katewolfmusicfestival.com

turns after each song concluded, standing in position to maintain the weak signal of the radio
station.
They turned the volume up
as loud as it could go so that the
other prisoners could hear the
tunes and bask in the emotions
that Williams and his cellmate
felt. The music of Marvin Gaye,
Gladys Knight, and Smokey Robinson filled the cellblock for the
duration of the program.
As the radio show neared its
end, the voice of a woman was
heard identifying herself as Sista Soul and to tune into “Sista’s
Place” next Friday to hear her set.
Williams felt inclined to reach
out to the DJ. Jokingly, his cellmate stated that as soon as she
saw the return address was a prison, she would not write back.
He was not deterred and wrote
a letter stating:
“I hear your program and a
sense of nostalgia comes over me.
It sure sounds good and definitely
helps to ease the pain. When I first
entered Pelican Bay in ’89 I would
run through the FM dial looking for
something good but all I found was
country music. Where I come from
we listen to jazz, rhythm and blues,
and of course soul. I couldn’t find
any on the stations up this way. This
greatly increased my feelings of
isolation from my family & friends.”
It turns out Williams wrote to
a woman named Sharon Fennell.
Originally from the South Bronx,
Fennell and her husband Michael
moved to Humboldt County in
early 1980s. They heard of the
beauty of Humboldt County and
decided to come and also attend
Humboldt State.
“I knew from that first letter
that Troy was special. If he was involved in any foolishness or anything like that I would have been
able to know from those letters.
He was always so kind,” Fennell
said.
Williams was from South Central Los Angeles and grew up in

the 1970s during a time of rampant violence, drugs and gang
activity. He grew accustomed to
fighting as a way to protect himself from the neighborhood gangs.
He teamed up with a gang to help
fight other gangs who threatened
to hurt him.
Williams was attempting to
transition away from the gang
but found himself spending more
time with a member who was 10
years his senior. Williams said he
turned out to be worse than all of
the other gang members that he
had ever known. Everywhere this
guy went, he was a trouble maker.
“I called myself ‘doing good’
by limiting the amount of time I
spent hanging out with my homeboys, but I had this knucklehead
with me everywhere I go. Also I
had a elevated sense of comradeship, honor and all that stuff, and
he knew it too,” Williams said.
“And he ended up taking advantage of it.”
Williams was going to Inglewood High School and had saved
enough money to rent a one bedroom apartment and had an after
school job at a video store at the
time that he was falsely accused
of murder.
While in juvenile hall for jaywalking in North Hollywood, Williams was visited by two detectives named Spears and Hoffman.
Williams owned a white Cadillac
that he let his “knucklehead”
friend use, which was later seen
leaving the scene of the murder. It
was later found parked in front of
Williams’s mother’s house.
The detectives told Williams
that they knew he didn’t commit
the murder, but to tell them who
did.
If he decided to help the officers, Williams would jeopardize
his own safety and risk being
hurt or killed by his own gang.
He refused to help the police and
recalled one of the detectives
leaned in and said,
“You are the stupidest motherfucker that we talked to all day, we
are going to find a way to make this

murder stick on you.”
They certainly did.
An all-white jury found Williams “guilty” of first degree and
attempted murder. His parents
were not present at the trial so
Williams appeared to be a disposable kid to the courts. Williams
received a sentence of five plus
25-to-life. This meant he had to
serve a five-year sentence before
he could start on his 25-to-life
sentence.
Williams was found guilty of a
crime he did not commit. The lack
of empathy from the courts for
Williams’s case is what ultimately
sent him straight to prison.
“I was so mad I could literally
feel my temperature rising,” Williams said.
His last words to the judge
were, “I did not do this, you have
the wrong guy.”
“This matter is now terminated, if you want this matter
re-addressed you will have to take
up the matter with the appeal
courts.”
Williams, being young and
oblivious to the legal system
didn’t even know how or where
to file an appeal.
Prisoners have no say in what
jails they are sent to and Williams
was selected to be a bus of inmates that were shipped to Pelican Bay prison when it opened in
1989. He recalls his first few years
in prison as being rebellious and
fighting a lot, mainly for protection from other inmates.
It was here that Williams heard
Fennell’s radio show on KHSU.
Soon after the first letter reached
the Fennells, they became the
outside support for Williams he
and many prisoners didn’t have.
Lack of support often set inmates
up as targets for police brutality.
“If you do not have anyone on
the outside checking up on you
or basically shedding a spotlight
on the prison, then the guards
and the counselors, feel like they
can treat you anyway they wish,
which even means physically
harming you,” Williams said.
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Sharon Fennell and Troy Williams with wooden reggae speakers Williams crafted| Photo provided by Troy Williams

“That outside support is a level of
protection for prisoners.”
The Fennells contacted wardens, commissioners, the governor and let his name be known to
anybody who could help him. The
Fennells soon realized the only
way Williams could get out of
prison would be if the real criminal confessed to the crime.
The Fennells offered support to
Williams through care packages,
letters and allowed him to imagine a life after prison.
“It was hard because for the
longest [time] he didn’t believe
that he would ever be released
from prison. He would say to me
‘Sista, only one or two people a
year ever got released if they have
a life sentence,” Fennell said. “So I
said to him, ‘Why couldn’t you be
that first or second person?’ And
this changed his frame of mind to
envision him getting out of prison
one day.”
This helped Williams tremendously and allowed him to use his
time in prison to learn. He signed

up to take college courses where
he earned straight A’s and made
the Dean’s List.
He taught himself Spanish and
avidly read an array of different
genres. He also learned carpentry. He knew Michael Fennell was
a carpenter and when he started
hoping for a life after prison, it involved working with him building
houses and using his hands.
On May 4, 2013 he was released on parole from prison after
27 and a half years and Michael
Fennell was there to pick him up.
While in prison the Fennells
began to tell friends and family
about Williams and his situation.
Josh Meisel, a sociology professor
at HSU, came to know Williams
through the Fennells.
“Troy is an exceptional writer
and deep thinker. Perhaps due to
the 25 years of imprisonment he
endured, he appreciates so much
what others take for granted. Troy
has a deep appreciation for the
freedom he worked so hard to
earn,” Meisel said.

Williams now lives with the
Fennells on their property in Manila, Calif. He currently takes
classes at College of the Redwoods and will soon transfer to
HSU. He is building his own house
with the help of Michael Fennell
on their property.
Williams wants to give back
and to carry his own weight, so
he has worked various jobs while
out of prison, building for friends
of the Fennells and those in the
community.
“He is an easy person to be
with and has a great sense of humor. He likes to work and is really
attentive in his work,” Michael
Fennell said. “So it was worth it to
me; that we could help another human being out of prison and offer
them a sense of security. Troy is a
unique individual, having survived
prison with his mind and spirit
still intact.”
Tina Sampay may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

1305 10th Street
Arcata, CA 95521

Troy Williams at San Quentin prison with Michael and Shannon Fennell, left, and Geraldine Goldberg, righth.| Photo provided
by Troy Williams

PHONE:
707-822-2100

Engines Computer Diagnostics
Suspension Maintence 4x4’s
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www.thelumberjack.org

Gender-bender spectacular
Ladies and gentlemen
Continued from page 1

“There’s been a lot of problems
with drag shows that give off the
About a month before the show impression that there’s only a certhe ERC will look for volunteers tain gender binar y of male and fewho want to par ticipate. After male,” Simon said. “What we’re
that, a confirmation email is sent tr ying to do with the drag show
out and voilà, you are put onto the is show people that yes we do
show roster.
have these established norms, but
Two hours before the show con- breaking them can be fun.”
testants are given access to a room
Simon said it challenges the
full of out fits, costumes and other spectr um that males and females
accessor ies available for their use. have to act a cer tain way.
Farmer expressed they tr y their
“Gender identities and gender
best not to make the show a com- roles as a whole are just a social
petition.
constr uction that needs to be rec“There are many different var ia- ognized, cr itiqued and broken
tions of drag per formances,” Farm- down, in my opinion,” Simon said.
er said. “There’s no need to make
Randy Rodr iguez, a student at
people compete against each oth- HSU, who works in the ERC said
er.”
our identiMa x i n e
ties change
Mota, a stufrom day to
dent at HSU,
day.
likes that the
“ T h i s
school offers
show
ala chance for
lows us to
— Randy Rodriguez
s elf-ex pre scha llenge
sion through
g e n d e r
events
like
ident it ies,
these.
sexual identities and asexual iden“I think this drag show is cool,” tities,” Rodr iguez said. “Because
Mota said. “Ever yone gets a way to life is drag, you put on clothes, and
express themselves however they accessor ies and you per form a cerwant to.”
tain image based on societ y’s genThis show is a way for Hum- der binar y.”
boldt’s communit y to break the
Life is drag, and with this show
normative societal gender spec- HSU’s communit y can come out,
tr um.
have fun and exper iment in a safe
Chr istina Cole, a sociolog y ma- space.
jor at HSU, agreed this show is reFor more ways to get involved
ally impor tant for our communit y.
with the LGB T and allies community
“It’s impor tant because it shows on campus, visit the Eric Rofes Mulour suppor t of trans people and ticultural Queer Resource Center at
anyone who likes to crossdress,” Warren House 53.
Cole said. “It’s giving them a space
to be celebrated and gives a sense
of communit y.”
Estee S. Trevizo may be contacted
Shawn Simon, another coordinaat thejack@humboldt.edu
tor of this event, broke down the
need for gender-bending.

“

“
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LIFE &ARTS

Life is drag.

11 pm

Humboldt Free Radio Presents

THE HILL (Humboldt country punk)
DUANE MARK & THE GET DOWN BANDITS
(outlaw country from Victorville)

@ The Alibi
10pm Doors
11pm Music
21+

$5
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Graduation weekend festival
Community
by Ian Bradley
It’s graduation weekend and
your parents, two siblings, grandmother and best friend from high
school are in Arcata to witness you
accept your degree. Grandma’s not
hiking anywhere so what do you
do for fun? Go to the Humboldt
Arts Festival.
On May 17 and 18 Arcata’s
Creamery District, on 8th and L
Street, will host the two-day festival. This is the fourth year of the
festival, and it is the first to be held
in the Creamery District. It had
previously been held on I and 10th
Street. It will feature live music,
dance groups, and visual arts exhibits including a sculpture garden.
Local vendors will also be selling
food to festival goers.
Local artist and Humboldt
State alum Vico Hernandez started
the festival in 2009.

“We started the festival as a
way for artists to showcase their
work to the community,” Hernandez said. “Having the event on
graduation weekend lets it be a
showcase to our family and friends
of what we’ve learned.”
Hernandez has been working
with the board of the Creamery
District, made up of owners of
businesses in the area. He is moving out of Humboldt at the end of
the year and hopes that if it goes
well, the board will be the body to
oversee the planning and execution
of the festival in the future.
“I would love to leave Humboldt and travel, then come back to
the 20th festival,” Hernandez said.
Shoshanna, owner of Redwood
Raks World Dance Studio, is one
of the members of the Creamery
District Board. She has been connecting with business owners and
working to ensure the festival will
benefit their businesses. She is also

responsible for contacting and
scheduling the 12 dance groups
that will perform over the two-day
festival.
“There’s a little of everything — local professional dance
groups, the Polynesian culture club
from McKinleyville high school,
some groups that perform in the
community and some that don’t,”
Shoshanna said.
The Arcata Playhouse is located
in the Creamery District and will
be one of the main venues for the
festivities. Its stage is one of three
that will be used by more than 30
musical acts that will perform at
the event.
Jesse Jonathon is one of the festival’s two music coordinators. He
has been involved with the event
since it was founded.
“Scheduling all the different
groups is always a hassle. It happens on graduation weekend —
some of the people in the bands

are graduating, so we don’t want
them to miss their performance
for that, or miss their graduation to
perform,” Jonathon said.
Hernandez said the main goal
of the festival is to be inclusive of
the artistic community that exists
in Humboldt. No one who submits
art is turned away.
“Humboldt County is so asso-

ciated with weed, but there’s so
much art and other things going
on here that are awesome,” Hernandez said. “We work hard to
plan the festival and get exhausted, then the weekend [it happens]
finally comes and we get re-energized by it.”
Ian Bradley may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

A flame thrower astonishes the crowd at the Humboldt Arts Festival.| Photo
provided by Humboldt Arts Festival

Thisw is the first year that the Humboldt Arts Festival will be held in the Creamery District. | Photo provided by Humboldt Arts Festival
Comic by Kylie Mosbacher

www.thelumberjack.org
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Comic by Jacob Stoepler

see it made
GUIDED TOURS WEEKDAYS AT 11AM!
Enjoy a guided tour through our design studio.

MAY 15 TH & 16 TH ONLY:
10 am, 11 am, 12 pm & 1 pm

SPECIAL

TOUR
TIMES

25

%

OFF

Mention this ad when you
visit the Holly Yashi Store and
receive 25% off one piece of
Holly Yashi Jewelry!*
valid until may 20, 2014

1300 9TH St. in Arcata • (707) 822-5132 • hollyyashi.com
Store Hours: Mon-Sat, 10am-6pm & Sun, 12pm-5pm
*Offer details: Valid only on regularly priced Holly Yashi jewelry, only at the Holly Yashi Store.
Excludes Special Edition jewelry. Not to be combined with other Holly Yashi offers. Expires 5/20/14.

Fees are just

$46 / unit

COLLEGE OF THE REDWOODS

Take CR classes
and save money!

EARN COLLEGE CREDITS
College of the Redwoods is offering 5 classes at HSU this Summer!
Course

Room

ENGL 1A - Analytical Reading & Writing
May 27 - July 31 | MTWTH | 9 - 10:30 am

ENGL 1B - Critical Inquiry & Literature
May 27 - June 26 | MTWTH | 11 -12:10 pm

MATH 120 - Intermediate Algebra
May 27 - July 31 | MTWTH | 11 - 12:30 pm

MATH 5 - Contemporary Mathematics
May 27 - June 26 | MTWTH | 8 - 10:30 am

MATH 50A - Differential Calculus
May 27 - July 31 | MTWTH | 11 - 12:30 pm

Units

Faculty

Harry Griffith Hall
225

4.0

J. Cain

Harry Griffith Hall
225

3.0

J. Cain

Harry Griffith Hall
226

4.0

B. Morin

Harry Griffith Hall
226

3.0

B. Morin

Behavioral and
Social Sciences 302

4.0

T. Matsumoto

Registration for
these classes is
happening now!
If you are not a current
CR student, apply. More
summer term classes
are available. Look
under WebAdvisor for
summer classes.
For More Info:
Call CR Counseling &
Advising 476-4150
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Humboldt's Premiere Vapor Lounge
Organic E-Liquids
Quality Personal
Vaporizers

Column
by Thurston Nichols
I love house shows. They
are not par ties. They can
be, but that’s not the point.
People come to a house
show to see people play music.
I’m in the back of a big
room, a band is playing at the
other end; a crowd packed in
around them. When the song
ends, the audience claps and
waits patiently for the next one.
“There’s so many people but
it’s so quiet,” a girl to my left
says to her friend.
The next song star ts and
we’re lost in a swirl of crashing
cymbals and roaring guitar.
When they finish, the host
tells the crowd the show is ending soon. The neighbors are mad.
Stand out on the porch and you
can hear ever y note loud and
clear. But it’s a Saturday night.
“It’s not even 10,” a voice in
the crowd says.
“You guys threw that rager
last night and now this,” someone responds.
It looks like that was the last
song of the set. The band removes their gear.
“This town doesn’t believe in
Saturdays anymore,” the bearded guy to my left says.
I can’t see my fr iends. I force
my way through the crowd to
the front door. I find them on the
porch, smoking cigaret tes and
talking shit about this or that.
The thing I notice when I’m
out with friends is that we do
pret t y much the same thing we
would be doing if we weren’t at
a par t y — hang out, joke around,
drink, smoke, bitch about our responsibilities.
So what’s the appeal? The
music, the people, the (free) alcohol. Not having to clean up is
also pret t y nice.
Talking to my fr iend Teresa
I’m cut off mid sentence by the
last band star ting their set inside. We keep talking and I end
up missing the whole thing, but
it’s fine.
Our group shifts as people
come and go. We trade cigaret tes for beer, or vice versa,
sometimes shouting loudly.

We don’t wor r y about looking
foolish. We make contact with
other clusters of people nearby.
We know somebody from class,
or we overhear something and
have a snappy reply.
After the show one crowd
leaves and another filters in.
This one came to par t y. A keg
appears from nowhere, there’s
a queue for the beer pong table,
and someone is making burgers
on what I later discovered was a
George Foreman Gr ill.
Scenes from the night: arguing
the mer its of anarchism over anarcho-syndicalism in the kitchen, wishing I had food (Damn
you George Foreman!). Playing
beer pong in the back. In the
front room, t wo fr iends per form
a dr unken duet of Best Coast’s
“Boy fr iend” on an acoustic guitar while a small group watches.
Highlight of the evening:
talking in the kitchen when a kid
walks into the room.
“Just looking for the alcohol,”
he says.
The conversation pret t y much
stops, because he looks like he’s
12. He leaves the room. The really weird thing is how comfor table he is about it.
I follow him and see other
young faces. The word spreads
and the hosts swoop in. The juveniles are back on the street before any thing happens.
“That kid was 12!” I tell my
fr iend who kicked him out. “He
just walked in here, no big deal!”
“He said he was 15,” he replies.
In that moment I realized that
I’m one of the college students
at the par ties that I used to
sneak into when I was younger.
It’s like those cliche comingof-age movies where the kids
have to pass themselves off as
cool, get discovered and then
win the respect of the older kids
and get to par t y with them.
Except here the college kids
get in ser ious shit if the neighbors finally call the police, who
discover the (pre)teens dr inking.
Back to the curb you go, children.

Thursday-Saturday
Noon-3am

Like us on Facebook!

Between TJ's and Everett's on the Arcata plaza.

Smitten?
Bring them to Crush!
Full menu • Wine & Beer
Weekend Brunch • Happy Hour
11th & H st, Arcata • CrushArcata.com
Root Canals
Extractions

Ceramic Crowns
Cosmetic Bonding

White (Non Mercury) Fillings

Emergency Care

NEW Patients Welcome
HSU-Arcata
1225 B Street
826-0444

Eureka
1600 Myrtle
442-0444

For Mother’s
Day…the sweet

the Lumberjack

scents of Spring

Marian Brady Design

drugs

and 18 & up!

Sunday-Wednesday
Noon-8pm

Thurston Nichols may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

read

on

Tasting bar

OPEN:

Open 7
Days
Locally Made
and Imported Bath
and Skin Care Products,
Bubble Bath, Talcum Powder,
and Potpourri.

lick here

We will ship your Mother’s
Day gift anywhere in the 1031 H St. • Arcata
822-3450
contiguous U.S. for $5.00

www.bubbles-arcata.com

*the lumberjack does not condone
the use of psychotropic newspapers

Expires 08/7/14

Expires 08/7/14
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Up in arms

Eureka hosts gun show

Mark Jordan’s table of trench art incudes candle holders and ashtrays made from shell casings| Justin Bell
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Justin Bell may be contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu
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Firearms, ammunition and wester n st yle clothing were just a few of
the items on display at the Eureka
gun show this past weekend. Locals
as well as vendors who travel from
one gun show to the next displayed
their merchandise for interested
buyers.
The gun show at tracts all t ypes
of people, from gun club members,
to historians, to ar t dealers.
Chuck Snowden, 68, is a member
of the Mad R iver Rangers, a group
dedicated to the spor t of cowboy action shooting.
“I star ted cowboy action shooting 20 years ago but star ted shooting guns at the age of 11,” Snowden
said. “My favorite par t about being
a par t of the Mad R iver Rangers is
the camaraderie that comes with it.”
Snowden and his fellow Mad
River Rangers hold monthly competitions. They use wester n st yle
firearms and shoot reactive steel
targets in various ways. They are
measured by their speed, and the
marksman with the fastest time and
fewest misses wins. They compete
at the Long Prairie Gun and Archer y
Club.
Eureka hosts a gun show three
times throughout the year. Snowden
and his fellow Mad R iver Rangers
are always in at tendance.
“It’s a chance to meet old friends
that I haven’t seen in a while,”
Snowden said.
The public was not limited to pur-

Standard
Presorted ge PAID
U.S. Posta 95501
CA
Eureka,
No 327
Permit

by Justin Bell

chasing guns and ammo. Ar t work
made of used shell casings from the
world wars, known as trench ar t,
was also for sale.
Trench ar t comes in many forms,
most commonly made from ar tiller y shells. Ar tists forge and t wist
the shells into nar row swirls and inscr ibe designs by hammer and rod.
These designs range from f loral decoratives to images of people, names
and towns.
Mark Jordan, 61, has collected
trench ar t for 15 years and sells his
pieces at the Eureka gun show.
“Some of the ar t has such great
detail, it’s hard to believe it was
used in war at one time,” Jordan
said. “Shell casings are just the tip
of the iceberg.”
Trench ar t f lour ished dur ing
W WI. Ser vice personnel, pr isoners
of war and civilians would create
works of ar t using the spent shell
casings and other used byproducts
of war.
Jordan said piles of shell casings
were left behind after the wars ended. This led to the building of factor ies in Europe to reclaim these byproducts and tur n them into ar t.
“A lot of families would go visit
the bat tlefields after the war where
their relatives had fought or sometimes died,” Jordan said. “The local
townspeople would sell trench ar t to
these ‘tour ists’ as a sor t of souvenir
to remember their relative by.”
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Wednesday May 7

Wednesday May 14

Sci Fi Night ft. Phantom from Sci Fi Night ft. Turkish Star
Space (1953)
Wars (1982)

Doors at 6 p.m. All ages Free w/ Doors at 6 p.m. All ages Free w/
Food & Bev Purchase
Food & Bev Purchase

Thuresday May 8

Eskmo, Lapalux & Zanapod
Doors at 9:30 p.m. $25/$20 21+

Friday May 9

From Dusk till Dawn (1996)
Doors at 7:30 $5 Rated R

Saturday May 10

Thuresday May 15

Eskmo, Lapalux & Zanapod
Doors at 9:30 p.m. $25/$20 21+

Friday May 16

Berel Alexander, Liquid Kactus,
Diggin’ Dirt

Saturday May 17

Doors at 9 p.m. $22/$18 21+

$20/$15 21+

Tangled (2010)
Doors at 5:30 p.m. $5 All ages

Jacks seek fourth national title

Doors at 8 p.m. $10/$8 21+

The Headhunters w/ The
Getdown

Sunday May 11

Championship or bust

DJ CRAZE, Psy Fi

Sunday May 18

Oliver & Company (1988)
Doors at 5:30 p.m. $5 All Ages

The Jacks are headed to the playoffs as the No. 2 seed in the conference. | Provided by HSU Athletics

Softball
by Javier Rojas
The Jacks are back.
Last season’s championship
loss is a thing of the past and the
Humboldt State softball team is
ready to make a statement.
After an impressive 43-13 regular season, HSU is headed to the
playoffs as the No. 2 seed in the
conference.
The Jacks are attempting to
return to the NCA A Division II
championship game, which they
lost last season. The tournament
will once again be held in Salem,
Va.
The season had many high
points for the Jacks including a
10-0 star t to the season and a
27-9 conference record.
The team also produced four
All-California Collegiate Athletic
Association selections — Tiffany
Hollingswor th, Katie Obemma,
Dani Randall and Julie Pena.
Tiffany Hollingswor th was also
named freshman of the year and
led the league in runs scored (55),
second in hits (78), jdoubles (21)
and third in RBIs (47).
Head coach Shelli Sarchett is
proud of her players and ever ything they have accomplished to
this point but said the team is not
finished yet.
“We want to come in here and

win, we know that league is over
and we have a clean slate and our
goal, as it has always been, is to
come home with the CCA A championship,” Sarchett said. “With
that momentum we can carr y
that into regionals and hopefully
nationals.”
Sarchett said one moment that
really defined the season was a
series against UC San Diego that
included a 13-inning game that
the Jacks won as par t of a fourgame sweep.
HSU’s first task will be winning the California Collegiate
Athletic Association tournament
and then advancing to the Division II west and super regional
championships.
If the Jacks win all three games
they will make a seventh national
championship appearance and go
for their third championship. HSU
won its most recent title in 2008.
Sarchett said the team has
bought into the idea of championship or bust.
“Here at Humboldt State we
preach for national championships and we know we’re always
good enough to win,” Sarchett
said. “Any thing less than a championship is a disappointment, that
is and will always be the mindset
of Humboldt State softball.”
Javier Rojas may be contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu
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Cory Moloney speaks to F.R.E.E. members during May Day proests at the HSU Art Quad. Photo by Manuel Orbegozo

Lost in translation

May Day protests incite heated student dialogue

by: Diover Duario with additional reporting by Rebecca Gallegos and Ryan Nakano

“We thought that their occupation
was a little problematic seeing
how, as students, this institution
is already occupying native land,”
Alejo said. “We don’t believe in
the idea of occupying anything.
Who are we to occupy anything?”

Regardless of what was said,
there is a major ideological divide
between student-run grassroots
movements
in
Humboldt
State. On May 1, students
from Finding Empowerment
through Education (F.R.E.E.)
and Empower HSU clashed on
the Humboldt State Art Quad
regarding issues of race, class,
representation and the lexicon of
oppression.

Moloney
understood
that
F.R.E.E. did not agree with the
intention of the word occupy.
“They have their strong feeling on
the use of the word occupation
and what it might mean to them,”
Moloney said. “I can’t really take
that away from them, [but] I
disagree.”

It started with a zine. Empower
HSU released a collection of
poems and prose reflecting their
political and environmental views
that call students to action. On
the front page of the publication
is a list of clubs and student
organizations on campus with the
text “Join our sisters and brothers
already acting to make the future
a better place for us all!”
Several of the clubs on the list
including F.R.E.E. expressed
grievances
regarding
a
misrepresentation that these
clubs were affiliated in any way to
Empower HSU.
Ankush Ganapathy, a 20-year-old
ethnic studies student, found it
problematic that a “mostly white”
group was trying to speak on
behalf of all students projecting
a unified front.
“I
understand
that
they
want to create that image to
administrators, because that is a
threat, to see students like that
[resisting],” Ganapathy said. “But
we don’t want it to just be an
image or an allusion of student
unity. We want it to be real, to
come through action.”
Empower HSU attempted to
coordinate a 24-hour event

He believes that the dispute
over the word is “philosophical
quibbling.” To him occupy means
to take back something that was
taken, but ultimately it should not
matter what you call it.
F.R.E.E. member Robert Infante holds a sign in protest of immigration enforcement. Photo by Manuel Orbegozo

“occupying” the HSU Art Quad
to foster dialogue they say is
not traditionally cultivated in
classroom environments. F.R.E.E.
orchestrated a counter-protest
and the resulting discourse drew
the attention of passing ears of
students, faculty and community
members alike.
By midafternoon, the quad
resembled a public forum.
Students openly and loudly relayed
frustrations between dominant
narratives of oppression and white
appropriation of predominantly
minority concepts. Cory Moloney,
a 27-year-old unhoused local
resident, was among the most
vocal of the participants of the
forum, even inciting a passer-by
to demand him to stop.

“How many of you are going
back to a home? There are plenty
of kids here that can’t go back to
home because they have none.
I’m a privileged white dude but
I’m homeless. Do you know how
easy it is for me to walk into a
store in the morning and ask if I
could use their bathroom? I don’t
get to shower everyday like most
of you. I don’t get to eat everyday
like most of you,” Moloney
belted as he stood atop the center
planter on the art quad.
Randy Rodriguez, a 22-year-old
psychology major and member
of F.R.E.E., stated that there
is a fundamental difference
in methods of empowerment
that stems from fundamentally

different
perspectives
oppression.

of

“These different movements
are trying to unite the student
body but are looking at it from
a different paradigm, not one
that acknowledges differences
or respects differences or takes
guidance from differences,”
Rodriguez said. “Colonialism is
not gone. We’re all human beings,
that’s true, but we’re not affected
the same way by other human
beings’ decisions.”
Jennifer Alejo, a member of
F.R.E.E chose to represent
herself at the protest and like
others took issue with the use of
the word “occupy.”

“Whether or not we call it an
occupation or a vigil, or any
number of other things, I don’t
think it’s going to matter,” he said.
“They’re upset with the intent of
this group, and this group has all
their best intentions.”
Members of F.R.E.E. were also
bothered by their club being
listed in the zine as a participating
club. Alejo wrote a comment
on Facebook to Empower HSU
asking them to take F.R.E.E. off
the list of participating clubs.
They were less than pleased
with the way Empower HSU
responded.
“They just weren’t willing,” Alejo

Story continued on page 16

El decimoctavo Aureliano y su legado

La importancia de haber tenido un cronista en el siglo XX
por: Manuel Orbegozo

El elegante liqui liqui blanco,
tan sencillo y caribeño como su
usuario, contrastó con el frac del
rey Carl XVI Gustaf de Suecia,
una tarde de verano en octubre
de 1982. Aquel día, el escritor
colombiano Gabriel García
Márquez habría de recibir, entre
elogios y trompetas cortesanas, el
premio nobel de literatura por su
obra fantástica y a la vez realista,
comprometida con la actualidad
latinoamericana de entonces.
Conmovido por el apogeo,
García Márquez de blanco saludó
a las gentes nobles que llenaban
el auditorio para luego sentarse
junto a las mentes más preclaras
de la humanidad.
Su vida habia cambiado
tanto desde que el viento liberó
a Macondo de la soledad.
Su interminable fantasía, sus
desvaríos causados por el calor
y el amor perpetuo, y su apego
a la izquierda revolucionaria, lo
había transformado en el héroe
colectivo de Latinoamérica. No
había joven lector que no se
encontrará a sí mismo en sus
páginas que narran la historia del
continente anacrónico y sufrido.
Siendo aún estudiante en
Paris, la profesora de español y
de literatura hispanoamericana
Lilianet Brintrup, habría de
conocer el realismo mágico de
García Márquez en un viaje
en tren carreta de Barcelona a
Sitges. Con la intención de relajar
los ojos para atraer al sueño,
Brintrup compró la novela recién
publicada “100 años de soledad”
en una librería en la estación de
Barcelona. El efecto de la obra
en la lectora fue fulminante. Esa
noche, Brintrup no durmió ni
tampoco soltó el libro.

“Me lei la novela entera
durante la travesia,” dijo
Brintrup. “Por primera vez lejos
de Latinoamerica podía entender
Latinoamerica.”
En la década de los 60s, América
Latina era un caldo en ebullición.
Las nuevas dictaduras retrasaban
las reformas de una izquierda que
prometía prosperidad al pueblo.
El caudillismo de aquellos años
turbios despertaba rebeldía en
los jóvenes, y las artes, con la
literatura al mando, se volvieron
en armas irrefutables de la
resistencia latinoamericana.

A través del realismo mágico,
estilo literario y propio del boom
latinoamericano de los 60s, Garcia
Márquez plasmó los conflictos
sociales, políticos y economicos
que desgraciaban las vidas de los
pueblos menos favorecidos.
“García Márquez observa el
descentramiento absoluto en
nuestras sociedad, teniendo esta
sociedad tanto que ofrecer,” dijo
Brintrup.
Garcia Márquez creia que el
lenguaje no era suficiente para dar
cuenta de la realidad desmesurada
de Latinoamérica. Siendo la
realidad mayor que el lenguaje,
el escritor colombiano se ocupó
de crear frases que mostrarán
sin duda un mundo cuasi ficticio
pero real, mundo que él mismo
vivió para contarlo.

solo serian los responsables
inculcar en él la pasión por las
fábulas fantásticas, sino también
se volverian la base de algunos
personajes emblemáticos como
Úrsula Iguarán en “100 años de
soledad” y el coronel veterano
de “El coronel no tiene quien le
escriba.”

Desde su primer cuento
“La
Tercera
Resignación”
(1948), Garcia Márquez, ha
logrado abastecer a la mente de
fantasía, convirtiéndose en una
literatura imprescindible para
todo estudiante hispanohablante
ansioso por conocer más sobre sí
mismo y su entorno.
El profesor Francisco De
La Cabada experimentó este
fenómeno mientras estudiaba
en la Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México (UNAM)
en la década de los 70s.
“Como toda buena literatura,
Garcia Márquez te autorevela, te
ayuda a entenderte, te hace sentir
bien porque refleja tu realidad,”
dijo De La Cabada. “Es muy
emocionante,” afirmó.
De la Cabada recuerda la

impresion que le dejó la novela
“El Otoño del Patriarca”,
publicada en 1975.

“Me fascinó porque es como
una avalancha verbal, como
un río de palabras donde no
hay puntuación. Es un texto
sumamente poético” dijo De La
Cabada.
En dicha novela, el escritor
colombiano describe como un
dictador senil que llega al poder
a través de un golpe de estado,
se aferra a la cúspide hasta la
decadencia extrema.
“En
términos
artísticos,
estéticos y literarios, la corrupción
del dictador se expresa por lo que
le estan saliendo gusano por las
orejas,” señaló De La Cabada.
“El texto te hace sentir lo que es
que la gente aguante un dictador
por 20 años, que se viven como
cientos de años, y qué significa la
corrupción de este dictador.”
El maestro de la palabra y de
la narrativa descriptiva dejó un
valioso legado a la lengua española
con los aportes de una fresca
literatura profunda y human. Una
literatura que transmite los olores,

sabores, y colores y todas la gama
de sentimientos humanos. Sus
textos se han vuelto un esenciales
en las clases de español.
“Es valioso que los estudiantes
(hispanohablantes) lo lean,”
señala De La Cabada, “porque ha
sido alguien que ha enriquecido su
lengua, el de sus padres, el de sus
ancestros,” dijo De La Cabada.
Gabriel García Márquez murió
el pasado 17 de abril y el mundo
ha estado triste desde entonces.
Pero la vasta obra que dejó
como legado sigue vigente en la
enseñanza de la lengua española.
Latinoamérica sobrevive al autor
de “El amor en los tiempos del
cólera” cada vez que un libro
suyo es abierto, compartido
o conversado. Así es como
renace su prosa, rica y poética,
devota devolverle a las estirpes
condenadas a 100 años de soledad
una segunda oportunidad sobre la
tierra.

Manuel Orbegozo

puede ser contactado a:
el-lenador@humboldt.edu
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“El no inventaba nada. Todo
está alli,” dijo Brintrup. “El dijo
que conoció a todas las personas
que estan en sus novelas. No son
personajes literarios inventados.”
Los abuelos de García
Márquez
fueron
notables
ejemplos en su universo. Don
Nicolás Ricardo Márquez y
Doña Tranquilina Iguarán no

Public discourse erupts on HSU quad

continued from page 15

Despite their disputes, both sides
acknowledge the overarching
similarity in their views and goals.
Ganapathy noted that Empower
HSU acknowledged the mistake
and hopes that they will learn
from it in the future.

said. “They were pretty much
saying ‘can’t you realize that
we’re trying to collaborate, we
are acknowledging all the work
that you do by putting you name
behind the zine.’ We get it, but we
just don’t agree.”

“Talking to Empower HSU
I realized that I shouldn’t
generalize where they’re coming
from. Originally they came to our
meeting as a group. I talk to some
of them and they did a really
good job at listening. I explained
and they seemed very receptive
of it,” Ganapathy said.

The altercation escalated when
members of F.R.E.E. began
referring to Latino members of
Empower HSU as Uncle Toms
and University Police Sgt. Packer,
who present at the event, as a
pig. Students immediately rose in
their defense.
Juan Diaz-Infante is a member
of Empower HSU and a selfidentified second generation
Mexican-American who reacted
to the insinuations made by
F.R.E.E.
“I responded particularly to when
the term ‘pig’ was used. I just
feel that it’s never appropriate
not to acknowledge someone as
an individual,” Juan Diaz-Infante
said. “I don’t believe in that kind
of dehumanization, even in
language.”
Fabian Fiorentini, a 23-year-old
business major, was passing by

Fabian Fiorentini (left) and Juan Samaniego (right) confront each other. Photo by Manuel Orbegozo

when he heard the commotion
and stopped to observe. He then
came to the defense of Sergeant
Packer with whom he was familiar.
“You can’t just generalize people
like that. You don’t know him.
I know that man. He is a good
man,” Fiorentini said.
Moloney thinks both groups
could benefit from a conversation

and lay out all their issues in a safe
space. Ultimately, he believes that
they are on the same side, but
there’s a lot of disagreement on
the approach and core problems
surrounding oppression.
“Don’t get me wrong. Privilege,
when you actually get people on
the same page as you, you can
talk about it. They realize ‘holy
shit, I get to walk home without

miércoles 7 de mayo de 2014

worrying about a cop chasing me
down, holy shit I didn’t realize
I get to walk home and not
worry about a dude raping me.’”
Moloney proclaimed referring to
the privilege present in race and
gender. “They live in a fantasy
world. But telling them that their
fantasy world is an aggression on
other people, they’re gonna recoil
naturally.”

Moloney, who didn’t explicitly
identify as a member of Empower
HSU concluded his passionate
tirade with what he thought the
public holiday meant.
“That’s where intersectionality
comes in. That’s when all classes,
all races, all creeds, all genders can
come together and figure shit out.
That’s what May Day is about.”

Diover, Rebecca, and Ryan can be
contacted at:
el-lenador@humboldt.edu
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Color de mi piel, historia de mi país
La discriminación en la comunidad Latina
por: Shareen McFall

Como Purnell yo también soy Humboldt (HSU) y puede
de piel oscura.
comprender mi frustración. Su
madre es de Panamá.
Mi padrastro me llamaba
india morena cuando me
“No me siento conectada a
comportaba mal. Mi negrita la comunidad Latina porque
linda es lo que me llaman soy de piel oscura y no hablo el
mis amigos de Los Ángeles, idioma. Muchas veces me siento
cuando regreso a casa. La negra marginada y fuera del círculo,”
estúpida es lo que dijieron dijo Purnell. “Siento como si
unos extraños en El Superior, tengo que ocultar parte de mi
cuando compraba comida con persona porque muchas veces
mi mamá. Pensaron que no la gente no me cree y por eso
entendía español por el color siento que no formó parte de la
de mi piel y se sorprendieron cultura Latina.”
cuando les respondí. Ojalá se
hayan sentido ignorantes como
En Latinoamérica hay muchos
sus comentarios.
como yo; de piel oscura y
hermosa.
Por ser morena la gente que yo
debería llamar “mi comunidad”
Aunque pienso que es
me menosprecia.
importante tomar acción en
tópicos como inmigración me
Me dicen: “Oh, eres Latina, a pregunto por que no ponemos
ver háblame en español.”
el mismo empeño en la igualdad
dentro de nuestra comunidad.
Para esa gente les pregunto:
¿Eres o te haces?
Mientras hablamos sobre
cuán difícil es ser Latina/o en
No entiendo porque tengo los Estados Unidos olvidamos
que comprobar que soy Latina. que en nuestros países de origen
Les aseguro si fuera de piel más todavía hay gente que se ha
clara y pelo liso no harían la cansado de cargar su piel como
misma pregunta.
una constante representación de
una historia dolorosa.
“Tú eres negra nomás,”
fueron las palabras que hicieron
Y sabiendo eso estoy orgullosa
sentir a Michelle Purnell fuera de ser negra y Latina. Descender
de la cultura Latina.
de gente trabajadora y tomar
parte de varias culturas; porque
Mi amiga Purnell, 20, estudia una cultura no es suficiente para
inglés en la Universidad de representarme.

Calendario
Fiesta Borgeana
Wednesday May 7, 2014
Theater Arts 115 7 p.m.
A homage to Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges
featuring his work, dancing and food.
Korean Womyn in the L.A. Riots
Thursday May 8th, 5 p.m.
Founders Hall 235
In honor of Asian Pacific Islander Heritage Month,
F.R.E.E. will be screening the documentary “Sa
I Gu”. The film describes the 1992 Los Angeles
People’s Rebellion from the point of view of
Korean womyn who work in convenience stores.
WALK for Education and Faculty Diversity
Friday May 9th, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
HSU Quad
A non-violent walk in protest of cuts in diversity
programs and underrepresented staff.

FIND US ONLINE

grafica por NCES
El gráfico enseña los porcentajes de gente que se identifica como afro-latinos/mulatos registrados en países Latinoamericanos. La
información fue obtenida por el censo de cada país y del libro de hechos CIA.

Hace una semana mi hermano
menor regresó de sus vacaciones
a Puerto Barrios, la capital del
distrito de Izabal, Guatemala.
Por primera vez tuvo la
oportunidad de conocer a una
fracción de su familia.

Cuando hable con él le
pregunté ¿Cómo le fue? Me dijo
que le gustó pero que le picaba
la piel por los zancudos que le
chuparon la sangre.

Sangre de color rojo oscuro
flotando con su ADN que son
En Guatemala, mi hermano como planos y que cuando se
comió arroz con frijoles hasta desarrolla se convierte en un
hartarse y nadó en el Río Dulce mapa de su historia. Un mapa
hasta enfermarse.
que lo conecta a sus raíces y dice
aunque nos vemos diferentes
Y pasó una semana en familia no es totalmente así porque
aprendiendo de su cultura estamos conectados como una
Garífuna, Mestizo, Criollo, Maya telaraña.
y mucho más.

Sus venas pulsan rápidamente
gritando yo soy tu hermano.
Pulsando sangre de las cámaras
de su corazón diciendo no me
rechaces porque yo también soy
Latino, representación viva del
pasado.
Nosotros no necesitamos su
permiso para ser Latina/o’s
pero no queremos su rechazo
por nuestro color. Nuestra piel
oscura es parte de la diversidad
de nuestra gente. Mirenos.
Shareen McFall

puede ser contactado a:
el-lenador@humboldt.edu

Poetry Corner
Palabras
“Remember quien t enseñó?” she asks me,
She asks me?
She tells me, she tells me.
She tells me because she knows how easy it is to forget
		
to forget what is most important to us.
She knows how easy it is for me to focus on only the words, and to forget
their meanings.
Quien.
Who.
She.
Ella.
Mujer.
Remember la mujer que te enseño.
Remember sus luchas
And how she speaks of them
Remember the systems that have oppressed her
And her words to describe the,
Her words
Quien soy yo para intentar poner palabras a su vida
Your theories, your knowledge, your systems of liberation..have been my
source of forgetfulness
Who am I to forget the validity of my mother’s words?

www.facebook.com/ellenador

					Poem by Gema Quiroz
@ellenador

Submit your poetry at
el-lenador@humboldt.edu
El Leñador

The Super Taco dialouge was moved to the Goodwin Forum. Photo by Manuel Orbegozo

Forum fills with various voices
Controversial painting converges students for a facilitated dialogue

by: Adrian Barbuzza

The
controversial
painting
“Super Taco” sparked the interest
of the campus community to
participate in a May 1 forum
dedicated to discussing the effect it
has on Humboldt State.
The painting depicts people
of color working in an industrial
kitchen and was painted by HSU
alumnus Ryan Spalding. “Super
Taco” was purchased using the HSU
President’s Award that has been
allotted to students since 1988, and
was later displayed around campus.
Every chair, every step of the
staircase, every space on the floor
of Siemens Hall 108 and the hallway
outside was full of students, faculty
and administrators but due to the
high number of attendants, the
forum was relocated to the Goodwin
Forum. Participants sat in a circle of
seats, others encircled on the floor,
and some stood against the wall.
Jennifer Eichstedt, the Bias
Response coordinator, facilitated
the forum and opened the space by

establishing ground rules. Students
identified the ground rules as to have
an open mind, listen to an entire
statement, respect, avoid personal
attacks, check your privilege and
recognize intersectionality.
Gabrielle Gopinath, an art history
lecturer, stated that Ryan Spalding’s
humanist picture holds a mirror to
an aspect of society. Gopinath said,
the work challenges the audience
to ask questions about society and
employs an art history lens.
The club Finding Resources and
Empowerment Through Education
(F.R.E.E.) wrote a statement to
address the historical context of
events that lead to the forum. Such
concerns addressed the problematic
nature of the painting, how
administration handled the situation
and the need of a solution.
F.R.E.E.
contacted
the
administration after they returned
from winter break and learned about
the painting displayed in the J. The
painting hung with no title, no artist
statement and with no context as to
why the painting was there.
In the statement, F.R.E.E. writes

about how the J employs many
students of color who would see
the painting daily. HSU, which did
not previously have a body of art
that represented people of color,
was recently identified as a Hispanic

“How can you all
call yourself allies
and people of color
allies when you do
not support me? ,”
said HSU student
Addy Martinez.
Serving Institution. This lead
F.R.E.E. to question whether the
painting being displayed reflected
the institution’s view of students of
color.
The administration agreed to
remove the painting in January and
relocated it in the library, citing
freedom of speech as defense for

Latinoamérica en las noticias

Colombia, Bogotá: Una tragedia ocurre en Colombia por derrumbe de
una mina de oro en Santander de Quilichao. Las autoridades aún no han
podido confirmar exactamente el número de desaparecidos ya que no existen
ningún registro sobre las personas que trabajaban en el lugar.

Venezuela, Caracas: Venezuela celebro el día del trabajo con la notica
que el presidente Nicolás Maduro ha aumentado el salario mínimo mensual
a 6,30 bolívares por dólar que es equivale a aproximadamente unos 675
dólares, pero muchos venezolanos no están contentos porque no es
suficiente dinero para sobrevivir en Venezuela.

the paint being rehung.
The administration suggested
that the painting could be used as a
tool to discuss. The meeting resulted
with F.R.E.E. writing a statement to
be posted alongside the painting and
in a dialogue forum.
The administrators who attended
the forum were not the responsible
for the choices made with the
painting. Students and faculty at
the forum questioned why the
administrators
responsible
for
the painting being hung were not
present. The artist Ryan Spalding
was not in attendance either.
Ann Valdez, a granddaughter of
Cuban refugees and a second-year
art studio and art history major, sees
“Super Taco” as a reflection of the
sacrifices her family made for her to
receive higher education.
“Education is really important in
my family. This painting reminds me
of my grandfather’s struggle so my
mom and I can succeed in school,”
Valdez said.
Valdez’s grandfather was a
successful accountant in Cuba and
Spain before arriving in the U.S.
where he worked as a security guard
and her grandmother worked as a
seamstress. Valdez’s mother went to
college to become a psychologist.
The sacrifices and struggles her
family made for her education and
success are what she internalizes
from “Super Taco.”
Felix F. Quintana, a studio
art major, said people should ask
themselves why they are so offended
by a painting.
“At the end of the day it is just
paint. It is not flesh and blood. It
is not even words from a human
being,” Quintana said.
Some of the students and faculty
who spoke against the painting

stated that the art work reinforces
stereotypes
and
perpetuate
institutional racism.
“How can you all call yourself
allies and people of color allies
when you do not support me?” said
student Addy Martinez.
“Given the history of people of
color in art you cannot detach art
from oppression which is still here.
White supremacy does exist,” said
Carlos Molina a critical race, gender
and sexuality major.
Molina said the forum depicted
how administration is unwilling
to listen to the community being
depicted.
Maité
Castillo,
philosophy
major, saw the painting for the first
time at the senior exhibition last
year. Castillo felt the painting was
appropriate within the framework of
an art exhibition.
Castillo said the previous
location in the J and current location
in the library of the painting are
problematic.
“From a cafeteria to just outside
of a cafe reinforces a stereotypical
depiction of people of color,”
Castillo said.
The forum ran until after 8 p.m.
as a result of the relocation of the
venue and attendees who continued
to voice their views. A vote was called
in order to decide the next course
of action. The majority of students
voted that the painting should be
removed and rehung when a mural
and a greater body of work created
by people of color depicting people
of color is collected.

Adrian Barbuzza

puede ser contactado a:
el-lenador@humboldt.edu

Cuba, La Habana: Juan Formell artista que recibió en 2013 el premio
Grammy latino a la excelencia muere a sus 71 anos edad. Dejando unas de
las más populares orquesta en la isla “Los Van Van”

STAFF

México, Ciudad de México: En el estado de Puebla meren al menos
7 personas a causa de deslave e inundación de rio. Las autoridades de
protección civil estatal han confirmado que de esas 7 personas 4 son
menores de edad.

Manuel J. Orbegozo
Editor-in-Chief

Fabiola Barrios

Shareen McFall

Adrian Barbuzza

Melanie Leyva

Head Translator

Perú, Lima: La ministra peruana de relaciones exteriores, Edad Rivas y su
colega ruso, Serguie Lavrov hablaron sobre tratos para un acuerdo de libre
comercio entre Perú y Rusia. La ministra de Perú se encontró muy feliz que
el secretario Lavron haya incluido a Perú en su gira latinoamericana. También
hablaron sobre los temas de la educación, tecnología, la ciencia y sobre los
aspectos militares.
Bolivia, Sucre: El presidente Evo Morales anunció formalmente su
candidatura para las elecciones presidenciales el próximo 12 de octubre. Evo
Morales el primer presidente indígena en la historia de Bolivia ha estado en
el poder del país desde el 2006, y todo parece que Morales es el candidato
favorito para volver ganar las elecciones presidenciales.
SOURCES: BBC, UNIVISION, CNN MEXICO
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OPINION

Wednesday, May 7, 2014

EDITORIAL
No sleep til ...
Zzzzz.....

Photos taken by The Lumberjack staff.

There are these good ol’ early
20-year-old sayings such as nobody
remembers the nights they got plent y of sleep, you’ll sleep when you’re
dead and the most popular, you only
live once. These phrases commonly
slip from the lips of college students
and accurately depict the epidemic
that has been plaguing colleges for
years — sleepy college students.
We have come to the conclusion as
a generation that sleep gets in the way
of living life.
We tackle college, work par t-time
jobs (some full-time) to pay for college
and rent, we go to Coachella (inser t
other necessar y music festival here).
We are the do-it-yourself generation
and we also still par t y many nights a
week to the theme of YOLO.
Just last month “The Huffington
Post” ran a humorous ar ticle regarding
college students across the countr y
creating blogs dedicated to students
who have fallen asleep at school.
These blogs are open to any students
to post photos of their fellow students
sleeping during classes, in computer
labs, studying in libraries and var ious
other locations on campus. Colleges
like MIT, Rutgers and Williams College are just a few of the institutions
whose students have created sleepy
blogs.
We find these things funny, and
they are. A picture of your lab par tner knocking out during a par ticularly
boring biolog y lecture is something

you can tease them with later, and it
might be just the boost you need for
your tumblr followers to hit the tr iple
digits. But shouldn’t the initial thought
be, why are we so exhausted?
Of course some bor ing classes just
put us to sleep, but they can’t all be
that bor ing.
In the U.S. Census Bureau 2011
found that 72 percent of college students worked par t-time dur ing college. “The Huffington Post” ar ticle
equated the uprise of sleepy college
blogs to heav y workloads and procrastination. But really it is a fear of
falling behind. Not just in school, but
in life.
Our generation capitalizes on this
idea of living for now and that there
is no tomor row. We are in constant
fear of not knowing the latest news,
the latest trend, the latest band, the
latest show and so on. But on top of
all of this we are just tr ying to keep
up with school while tr ying to pay for
it on our own.
A sur vey from the U.S. Depar tment
of Education showed that in the past
10 years the cost of college has r isen
42 percent. On top of that a 2011 survey by Sallie Mae showed that only 37
percent of parents contr ibute to their
children’s college education funds.
College students are exhausted and
exhaustion only contr ibutes to more
illnesses passed throughout campus,
lower GPAs, weight gain, more stress
and depression (probably from the all

bad grades and weight gain).
The education system is f lawed for
sure, we shouldn’t have the extra burden of r ising tuition costs when we are
taking on the general challenge that is
higher education, but we do it any way.
We have also taken on the burden of
tr ying to keep up with the things we
care about in life and enjoy the things
we live for.
On Apr il 6 a collegewide par t y
called Deltopia at the Universit y of
Califor nia, Santa Barbara broke out
into a r iot. There was no reason for it
to escalate into violence. There was
no police violence or aggression bet ween students. There were just too
many students consuming too much
alcohol. Maybe it was just an example
of the stress of school finally breaking
the dam.
We can’t do ever y thing that our
generation advocates for and get a
good night’s sleep. To watch the entire “Breaking Bad” ser ies would take
you around 47 hours. You could f ly to
China and back in less time. On top
of finals it probably wouldn’t be the
best idea. Despite the sayings, you
can’t sleep when you’re dead because
if you don’t sleep you will be dead.
We do what we can, but denying
yourself sleep for the sake of keeping
up is counter productive.
Maybe we only live once, but can’t
we just finish college first?
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PuzzlesPage
Where’s Rollin?

It is hard enough to find
Humboldt State President
Rollin Richmond in real
life ... but can you find him
in The Lumberjack?
Cartoon Rollin is hidden
somewhere in the paper.
If you find him, email
the answer to thejack@
humboldt.edu with the
subject “ATTN: Where’s
Rollin?” Please include
your first and last name.

Last week’s
winners

Trivia Questions

Where’s Rollin?
Jeanne Kozlak

1. How long has Mark
Jordan been collecting
trench art?

Where Is This?
Jacquelynn
Hilton

2. What McKinleyville
High School dance
group will perform at
the Humboldt Arts
Festival?

The Lumberjack
Trivia:
Leslie A. Farrar

3. What university does
Joel Moffatt teach at?

Winners get a $5 gift certificate from Arcata Scoop. Winners can
pick up their prize in our office located in Gist Hall 227.
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CLASSIFIEDS
BOOKS
TIN CAN MAILMAN BUYS BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS for cash or trade credit.
Huge selection, open daily. Corner of 10th & H Arcata .Buyer on duty 11-4 Mon-Fri
STORAGE
Old Stuff, New Stuff, Red Stuff, Blue Stuff…
STORE YOUR STUFF @
Bond Mini Storage
9th & K St. Arcata
HSU Students Welcomed
707-677-5015
Call/Text 801-390-9775
PLEASE DONATE TO HOMELESS VETERANS
Older HSU student collects used WARM CLOTHES AND CAMPING GEAR for homeless
vets. (No matter what you think of America’s wars, these folks don’t deserve to be homeless.)
Please call or text Zephyr at (707) 822-5059. WILL PICK UP. THANK YOU.
RENTALS
RogersRentals.com
June 1st Availability
3, 4, 6, 7 Bedroom houses
in Arcata. 2 bedroom apartments.
6 Bedroom in McKinleyville
Check the website for
pictures, applications, and more.
RogersRentals.com

by Melissa Coleman
Rearrange the letters to form a word. Set aside the double underlined letters on the line below.
Rearrange those letters when all words are solved to find this week’s answer! Plurals allowed, no
proper nouns though final answer may be a proper noun. Last Week’s answer: Star Wars

ELVO
NHUCRB
YLDA
RGSONT
DSIWOM

Word to your
mother
Compiled by Ian Bradley

Where is this?

The following photo was taken somewhere on the Humboldt State
campus. Do you know where? Email your answer to thejack@
humboldt.edu with the subject “ATTN: Where is this?”
Last week’s photo was taken in front of the library accross from
the flagpole.

Weekly Sudoku
Hard

7 46
4 83
9 2
2
1
5
1
71 52
9
3
1
6
3 6
94 8
79 5

5
8
9
3
1
5

Bakery&
&Cafe
Cafe
Ramone’s
Bakery
Ramone’s
6

Decorate
Decorate
with your message,
with your message,
school colors and fresh flowers.
school colors and fresh flowers.
Round cakes or sheet cakes, every
Round cakes or sheet cakes, every
delicious
bite made from scratch!
delicious bite made from scratch!

Choose
from
poppyseed
Choose
from
poppyseedcake
cake
with
raspberry
mousse
with raspberry moussefilling,
filling,
chocolate
chocolatecake
cakewith
with
mocha
mousse—frosted
mocha mousse—frostedwith
with
chocolate
ganache,
chocolate
ganache,carrot
carrot
cake
with
cream
cake with creamcheese
cheese
ARCATA
icing
icingorormore.
more.
At Wildberries
ORDER
!!
ORDEREARLY
EARLY
Marketplace,
826-1088
UREKA
ININEEUREKA
At Wildberries
WildberriesMarketplace,
Marketplace,Arcata
Arcata• 826-1088
• 826-1088
EUREKA
209EESt.
St.
445-2923
McKinleyville
209
• •445-2923
McKinleyvilleShopping
ShoppingCenter
Center• 839-3383
• 839-3383
2297Harrison
2223
HarrisonAve.
Ave.•• 442-1336
442-1336
RRAMONES
BB
AKERY
. COM
2223
AMONES
AKERY
. COM
At
Pierson’s
•
476-0401
OO
PEN
AILY
442-1336
At Pierson’s
• 476-0401
PENDD
AILY
209 E Street
445-2923
At Pierson’s

mone’s

y & Cafe

Celebratewith a
Cakeyour
for
for
your
Graduate!
Graduate!

STORAGE
Bud’s Mini-Storage in Arcata
Several unit sizes available
Call for movie-in specials, including free locks
(707) 822-8511
HU CHANT
Would you like to feel real peace? Heal your heart? Cope with change? Conquer fear?
Chanting HU (pronounced hue), a once-secret and sacred sound, can help you! Chanting
HU each day can lead to a deeper understanding of yourself and why things happen the way
they do in your life. Come to a Community HU Chant sponsored by Eckankar on Tuesday,
May 6th from 7 - 7:30 p.m. at Jefferson Community Center, 1000 B St., Eureka. All are
welcome for Free. 444-2536 miraclesinyourlife.org
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CALENDAR

www.thelumberjack.org

MAY 7 - MAY 11

Now through Sunday, June 8th
Arts Arcata at Crush

Art projects created by students from Sunny Brae Middle School will be
displayed at Crush, in Arcata.
Crush
Monday — Friday: 11:30-10 p.m.
Saturday: 10-10 p.m.
Sunday: 10-2 p.m.
1101 H St. Arcata
Free

Thursday May 8th — Sunday May 11th
Thursday May 18th — Saturday May 17th
I Love You Because

The Redwood Curtain Theatre is hosting a production of Jane Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice, set in modern day New York City. Co-produced with
the Humboldt Light Opera Company.
Redwood Curtain Theatre
All shows at 8 p.m., except Sunday, May 11th, at 2 p.m.
$15, $10 on Thursdays

Sunday, May 11th

Emma Center’s Mother’s Day Brunch

The Emma Center will be hosting its ninth annual Mother’s Day Brunch
and will feature live entertainment and a silent auction.
Bayside Grange
10 - 1 p.m.
Adults $15, Kids $5

Sunday, May 11th

HSU Chorale and University Singers performance

Humboldt Chorale and University Singers last performance of the school
year. The Chorale group will be performing cowboy songs and the University Singers will perform Gabriel Faure’s Requiem.
Fulkerson Recital Hall
8 p.m.
$8/$5, free to HSU students with ID
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